Here's Your Backstage Pass to Alumni All-Access

The biggest alumni event of the year is back with a dozen sessions featuring some of UCalgary's top thinkers and alumni as well as a round-up of events, the annual Arch Awards, and more! Online and in-person, Alumni All-Access (Sept. 29-Oct. 13) is your chance to reconnect with colleagues and professors as well as create new UCalgary memories.

Discover More & Register NOW!

Alumni Exclusives
UCalgary Alum Takes Us Behind the Scenes of The Amazing Race Canada

With only one more episode left in Season 8, will the brother/sister Inuvialut duo — Jesse Cockney, BKin’22, and his sister Marika Sila — crumble under the pressure or come out $250,000 richer at the finish line? We poke around . . .

Discover What It TAKES!

Navigating an Unpredictable Future

How does a 30-year-old Haskayne Business grad become an author, an international speaker and expert on the power of what he calls, “one-degree shifts?” This is just one of the critical take-aways Eric Termuende will discuss in this year’s Alumni All-Access keynote presentation.

Meet Eric and Register NOW!

Students Cannot Live on Ramen Alone

Joining one of UCalgary’s 300+ clubs can enhance your leadership skills but also play a role in your future career discovers Law student, Isabelle Reynolds, who helps deliver free vegan meals to students.

Discover MORE!

How Human Rights Issues Affect Sports

We mere mortals may marvel at an athlete's speed and endurance and may wonder if they are wired in a special way to get to the top of their game. An upcoming Alumni All-Access event explores the challenges faced by athletes with ‘biological advantages.’

Register NOW!
Bird is Once Again THE Word at UCalgary

Four years after the University of Calgary’s most famous artwork was plucked from its perch, the stainless steel sculpture has returned to campus, with the so-called “Prairie Chicken” re-installed just before students arrived.

Discover MORE!

What's on Deck?

Industry Career Fair
On Sept. 20, alumni and students can meet employers from dozens of sectors at UCalgary’s biggest career fair this fall. Precisely where job opportunities — for full- and part-time work — plus networking happens!

Learn MORE!

Write a Winning Resume
Join the webinar on Sept. 22 and discover how to make your resume "pop." Learn how to leverage keywords, use action verbs and navigate applicant tracking systems.

Register NOW!

Celebrate with Arch
Be inspired on Sept. 29 with the stories of five exceptional grads whose irrepressible impact is changing our world. Through their indomitable spirit, you'll understand why they are our 2022 honourees.

Attend ONLINE!

University News

UCalgary Mourns Loss of Queen Elizabeth II

UCalgary President and Vice-Chancellor Ed McCauley said it is with great sadness the University of Calgary joins the world in mourning the loss of Her late Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II. As head of state, she presided over some of the most significant moments in Canadian history, including the repatriation of Canada’s constitution and the signing of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982. She also briefly visited UCalgary in 1990 when she inspected regiments at McMahon Stadium.
With Creativity, Collaboration and (a Little) Patience We Can Change the World

Inspired by the momentum of his first four years as UCalgary's president, Ed McCauley looks forward to a better world inspired by students who insist on being the change.

Read More

What's in a Day? Indigenous Voices on the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation

UCalgary community members share what this day means to them. Not surprisingly, it's met with a mixture of hope and sadness.

Read More

UCalgary Celebrates the Classes of 2020 and 2021

Grads from the last two tumultuous years came back to campus to share memories, build new ones and cap a unique post-secondary experience with . . . well, a unique celebration that included crossing the stage, photo ops and umpteen events at the KICKOFF football game.

Watch the Celebrate Something Video
Sept. 30 is Orange Shirt Day

Join UCalgary's Office of Indigenous Engagement and the Calgary Public Library for a special panel discussion and film screening on the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation.

New Library Space for Alumni

Alumni and community users now have a unique space on the main floor of the TFDL to access resources, computer stations and study spaces. You must now book a space prior to your arrival.

Register Now

Changes to Loans

Back to Campus

Remember When . . .

Thousands of new students jammed the Jack Simpson Gymnasium pep rally on Sept. 1 to show off their faculty colours and celebrate the beginning of their post-secondary journey, during Fall Orientation events.

Upcoming Events and Programs

Sept. 17  |  Day of the Dino! Get your game-day ticket with a UCalgary discount
Sept. 23  |  Beakerhead
Sept. 29-Oct.13 | Alumni All-Access
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